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Abstract

This research project explore the relationship between religions and art, then using contemporary

art to interpret the taoism value of Liu-Ren. As the researcher is born in a deep religious belief

family, this background enhanced her interest in discovering more topics about art and religion.

Researchers will first collect information on Liuren's cultural background, and then create a

series of works using contemporary art, which will be exhibited to the public. Among them are

the believers of Liuren, and the general public, whether they have religious beliefs or not can

participate. After collecting opinions, it will be integrated into data and explore whether Liuren's

Taoist spirit can be demonstrated through contemporary art.



1) Rationale of the project

I was born into a family with a strong religious background, so I often think about the

significance and relevance of different beliefs and humanistic values. I found that every religion

has its uniqueness and philosophical aesthetic standards.

In order to better express the religious spirit, those aesthetic standards become fixed, sacred and

inviolable. I want to learn through contemporary arts and show their spirit in the way of

contemporary art. Of course, the pre-interpretation of the art piece also holds high respect

towards various religions.In view of this, I want to use my family's belief- Liu ren to make this

as a topic reference.

1.1) Project Background

1.1.1) The relationship between religions and art.

Art and religion are closely linked. Many things that seem to belong to art activities today, such

as singing, dancing, painting, movies, music, sculpture, architecture, etc were actually religious

activities centuries ago, they were not pure aesthetic activities. Wang & Fang (2006) point out

that primitive people's belief and worship of religion are the direct motives for the creation and

development of primitive art. Religion is inseparable from art, and art is the best way to express

religion. Aesthetic feelings, like religious feelings, are all detached from everyday life feelings,

seeking spiritual pleasure rather than material satisfaction.

1.1.2) How contemporary art express a religion

Nowadays, pure religious art is difficult to obtain an independent artistic context, and it is

commonly used as a symbol of faith. However people now call for an art that understands



religious belief itself,  rather than a style characteristic of religious art. Not only do archeology in

aesthetic style, but also to rebuild the relationship between religious art and the external

environment, to rebuild contact with secular life, and to rebuild communication with the

individual's heart. According to Lerner (2013) ,Contemporary art may serve as a bridge, with its

open, flexible and diverse forms, and rich and intimate vivid language, reintegrating the marginal

space into people's vision, and establishing faith in subtle daily interactions. In this way, religious

art as classical art is not only a historical art style, but also has contemporary significance.

1.1.3) Using contemporary art to represent Liu-ren

The Liu-Ren (六壬神功) is a Taoist belief that achieves life and self-defense through religious

ceremonies. It is a widespread belief among the people. When the disciples go out at home, they

are protected by the patriarch at any time, men and women can learn, and there are no taboos. As

it is a belief that promotes religious rituals, it involves many Taoist concepts and displays them.

It is the starting point of this thesis to reinterpret the concepts in modern art.

1.2) Research purposes

The researcher will exhibit a series of contemporary art and ask the audience opinion by having

questionnaires, which is first hand information. By referencing contemporary art pieces that

present the religion spirit, will create a series of art based on the taoism belief of Liu-Ren.

1.3) Research Questions

Q1.How can the new form of art present the concept of the religions instead of traditional art?

Q2..Exploring the taoism value of Liu-Ren by contemporary art



Q3. How do I show my view towards Liu-Ren in the identity of a child born in a Liu-Ren

master’s family?

2) Literature review

2.1) Define the terms on the topic

2.1.1) The religion of Liu-ren

Liu-ren Shengong (六壬神功), also known as Liuren Xian Fa（六壬仙法）, is a Chinese folk

symbol. There is no record of Taoism, Taoism and history. May be created by the warlocks of

Ming and Qing. Nearly this century ago, it spread from the coastal areas of mainland China to

overseas and even Hong Kong. (Wu ,2015)

（Picture 2-1）

Altar in Liu-Ren



2.1.2) Unity of Nature and Man

According to Lee (2018) ,the unity of heaven and man is a philosophical thought in ancient

China, and the three schools of Confucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism have expounded. The

basic idea is that human physiological, ethical, and political social phenomena are a direct

reflection of nature.

2.1.3) Taoism

Taoism is China's native religion, which can be traced back to the primitive society during the

Chinese worship of heaven and ancestors. (Hui , 2010)

2.1.4) Talisman in religion

Talismans are objects used in religious ceremonies and a medium that transfers the power of the

spirit world to the real world (Shiga, 2010). In the religion of Liu-Ren, there are various types of

talisman used in the ceremonies, mostly yellow paper written in red words.



(Picture 2-2)

Paper talisman used in Liu-Ren

(From: http://saamlawsungung.blogspot.com/2016/)

2.1.5) The concept of Contemporary art

Contemporary art refers to the works of art created during the period from about 1860s to 1970s,

and also includes the style and philosophy of the arts created in that era. This term is often

associated with art.(Workman,2011)In modern art, based on the spirit of experimentation,

abandoning the past traditions, trying to think about the nature of materials and the functions

realized by art with new angles and ideas. It is the characteristic of modern art to shift from the

traditional artistic means with narrative as the main expression to the trend presented in abstract

form.

2.1.6) Bagua

Bagua is the basic concept of "I Ching"(易經) , which can represent the dynamic and static of all

natural phenomena (David J, 2018) . "Gua" means "hanging", and it also means that various

phenomena are erected as one of the eight hexagrams and marked one by one for easy

observation, which is a common symbol will be used in Taoism.

http://saamlawsungung.blogspot.com/2016/


(figure 2-3)

The basic english translation of Bagua

2.2) Relevant of Religion and art

2.2.1) How traditional religion art present their spirit

Art originates from the social life of human beings. Religious activities belong to the content of

social life. Religion is closely related to the origin of art. In the primitive society, religion and art

blended together. According to Chow (2011), the primitive people believed that gods ruled

everything. The major events in their production and life often started or ended with religious

activities or ceremonies. Various forms of religious activities such as natural worship, totem

worship, ancestral worship and witchcraft were human beings An important part of primitive

social life. Because the energy and concepts of religion are difficult to express in words, they are

transformed into images and symbols as an iconic meaning for easy promotion.



(Figure 2-3)          &        (Figure 2-4) (Figure 2-5)                    (Figure 2-6)

The talisman of Liu Ren The depiction of Allah       Religion tools of buddhism

2.3) Presenting religion belief by Contemporary art

As of modern times, many contemporary artists have interpreted different religious beliefs

through contemporary art. Represent the abstract religious values   through contemporary  art.

(Figure 2-7)

“Tv Buddhas” - Nam June Paik

With reference to figure 2-7, Buddha is watching TV, there is a camera behind the TV, so Buddha

sees himself. This work also proves that it is not necessary to have something modern in order to



make a work. The cultural relics in the East can also be transformed into contemporary art,

straight into the real, without boundaries.

Not only eastern buddhism, westen religion like Christian also attracts artist using art to discover

it more. In the example of figure 2-8 ,The whole church is dark, and only the cross opening on

the wall leaks light. The protagonist in the space is the cross, the light, and God. Let the

functionality of the church play with the value displayed in contemporary art.

(Figure 2-8)

“Church of Light” - Tadao Ando

One more work to look at, is the “Tao De Jing” of Bernhard Gwiggner.  “Tao De Jing” is used as

the main classic in Taoism. As of the differences in the interpreters' personal historical

background, knowledge structure, and cultural accomplishments, it is only natural that the same

text has different connotations (Li, 2014) . This is work by a foreigner try to interpret “Tao De

Jing” by his understanding and inspiration, He drew a portrait of every sentence of Lao Tzu

based on the picture in the daily newspaper, so that Lao Tzu's words were reactivated by

different people at the moment.(Figure 2-9)



(Figure 2-9)

“Tao De Jing” - Bernhard Gwiggner

The unique creations of these artists are also inspiring for us to re-understand the contemporary

significance of these classics religion today.Contemporary art practice actually seeks for the

contemporary development of religious belief culture, transforms it into contemporary

consciousness, and carries out active and innovative exploration. This dialogue contains many

thoughts that span the past and the present, China and foreign countries, that is, across time and

space.

3) The design of the research

3.1) Arts-related research

My research method is through art-related research. Constructing new experiences in the process

of producing art is very similar to art-related research. (Savin Baden & Major, 2013)



Research goals related to art in creative art practice, by the experience of making art is a kind of

experimental exploration, it can be any type of art but in this project will be concentrated in

contemporary art. The exhibition would be held on mid-feb , during the process, the audience's

opinion and view would be collected as part of the research to make it complete.

3.2) Study implementation process

Here is the table of  implementation process (Refer to table 3-1)

July - Sep 2020 Exploration about the research and artwork

Oct - Dec 2020 Finish the first three chapter of the research

Jun - mar 2021 Exhibit the artwork

Mar - Apr 2021 Finalized the paper

May 2021 Submit the research paper

3.3) Present the the Talisman in Liu-Ren through contemporary art

One of the icon religion tools used in Liu-Ren is Taliman. According to my understanding and

the experience of the master, there are some steps and procedures that cannot be wrong and

cannot be changed, otherwise the law will not work. There are 3 kinds of stamps used in writing

talisman (figure 3-1). Based on the interview of the Liu-Ren Master, each of the stamps has their

own meaning , which I want to interpret by contemporary art, even the process of making the

talisman itself contains religious belief and traditional culture value in it.



(figure 3-1)

Two of the stamp will be used in writing talisman

As the general public is familiar with the talisman, usually the public will think it is some unclear

pattern, but it is not the case. The images are mostly signs of nature, gods and astronomical

astrology, which is related with the belief of Taoism. I hope to interpret the meaning and

connection of these signs through contemporary art.

4) Preparation of artwork

4.1) The theme of the exhibition

Regarding this exhibition, the core is the relationship between "Talismans" and the Taoist

"Harmony of Man and Nature".I want to use contemporary art to interpret the iconic meaning

represented in the "stamps". At the same time, the beauty of craftsmanship will be displayed in

the works, and the perseverance and rigor of a worker will be felt.



(figure 4-1)

Theme planning mind map

When brainstorming the theme, I want to respond to the third topic I want to discuss from my

work: How do I show my views and attitudes towards religion in my own home from my work?

(Q3)

When I was born ,Liu-ren’s altar was always with me in my childhood. And symbols and rituals

were already commonplace in my eyes. Even the birthday party is held in front of the altar.

Maybe because my family members in my eyes are stubborn people, the ceremonies are very

rigorous. It must be done in accordance with the steps handed down in tradition, and there can be

no mistakes. "Tradition, old school" is my impression of it. It just so happens that most of this

believer is of my parents' generation. I haven't communicated with anyone my age, which makes

me feel more old-fashioned.



According to Wong(2016), the reason why art is art is not to cater to the masses, but to convey

oneself. Sometimes artists do not need to seek out external novelty and creativity too much in

their creations, but more should seek inwardly and find their own inner mind. I want to show the

connection between me and Liuren from my work. Of course, at the beginning, I must first find

out the relationship between the two. As for what the relationship is, it is an interpretation from

my personal point of view.

(figure 4-1)

My first birthday, behind me is the altar.

So I have been thinking about me and this religion, just like innovation and tradition. I have been

exploring the possibility of this religion, (I once suggested that the master use a scientific brush

to write symbols, but was rejected) , otherwise I always felt that I was far away from it. As

everything does not have the feeling of blending with the younger generation, the ancient spells,



the old yellow paper and red ink, and even the pens used are very particular. Everything is so old

and traditional.

So when I have the opportunity to create, I want to use innovative methods to interpret Liuren.

Use contemporary language to project the possibility of this religion with the eyes of young

people. As the wings of human civilization, art and technology should be able to coexist

harmoniously (Suen, 2009). So I want to use technology and contemporary art to create, not

printing, painting, techniques that have been passed down for a century.  Contemporary art and

new media has not passed a hundred years, and it is as young as I am positioning myself.

"I want to use creation to make Liuren younger and show more possibilities through new media.

This process seems to allow me to find a connection with it."

4.2) Artwork one - Arrived

This is the first of four works. As the first work, I want to use the film to bring the audience to

the ceremony. In conjunction with the excerpt from the "Inviting God spells'' in Liuren, the

process of inviting the gods will be told to the audience like a story. This article also discusses

the most important one of the "stamps'', the "Tai Shang Lao Jun." Lao Tzu, Taishang Laojun, is

the Taoist ancestor in Taoism, and it can be seen in both amulets and mantras. As far as I know,

Liuren’s altar does not require a specific sculptural idol to exist, and what I want to say is that the

existence of faith is based on the sacrificial behavior of people. There is no specific image

immediately, and you can still feel the "Master" exist.This is the first of four works. As the first

work, I want to use the film to bring the audience to the ceremony. In conjunction with the

excerpt from the "Inviting God spells'' in Liuren, the process of inviting the gods will be told to

the audience like a story. This article also discusses the most important one of the  “stamps'', the



Lao Tzu, Taishang Laojun, is the Taoist ancestor in Taoism, and it can be seen in both amulets

and mantras. As far as I know, Liuren’s altar does not require a specific sculptural idol to exist,

and what I want to say is that the existence of faith is based on the sacrificial behavior of people.

There is no specific god imagen in front of the audience, and they can still feel the "Master"

exists.

4.3) Artwork two - Backtracking

The second work represents the "four straight and five horizontal stamp." Unlike the four straight

and five horizontal prints of ordinary Taoists, there are 13 more earthly branches, which are

displayed in a ring. "Zi, Chou, Yin... etc.", but especially the last Hai was replaced by Daji and

Dachang. I think this is very interesting, and the other twelve earthly branches also represent the

twelve o'clock, so I have the idea of   wanting to make a clock for the 13th o'clock exhibition.

Behind the clock are the reports collected by the seniors about magic arts, as if watching the

clock bring the audience back to the 1970s when relatively many people knew about magic arts.

At that time, everyone's impression of magical skills was invulnerable,  in fact it was just one of

the ability to protect their lives.However these reports also accurately reflected society's

one-sided perception of Liu-ren skills at that time.

4.4) Artwork three - Hexagram

The third one is a holographic projection that echoes the "Bagua stamp". The Bagua reveals all

the world's images, constantly flowing, one after another, and the cycle is endless. And the

changes in it are not tangible, untouchable. Therefore, the virtual and actual relationship of

holographic projection is very suitable to describe the image of gossip, and everything is just the

evolution of the image. So the content is a non-stop looping film, from different elements into



everything, into a beautiful nature and also into this noisy city. When the heartbeat stops, it gives

birth to a new existence, and it repeats itself again and again. This is what the bagua stamp

means.

This artwork I was inspired by “TV Buddha”, I like the TV Buddha, the relationship between

truth and falsehood is presented very well. Because the existence of religion in fact always

receives the above concepts first. And this work can not only show some concepts of Buddhism,

but also give a space for discussion to discuss the evolution of the same religion in different eras.

So I also want to use projection to explain the myriad changes in Bagua. In the projection, it is

not real, just like the shadow. Whether it can definitely stay in the constant changes of nature, so

it is also unreal.

4.5) Artwork Four - 246 seconds

The last one is to use the work to discuss the value of technology and craftsmanship. I

photographed the process of writing a talisman (a relatively simple talisman), then recorded the

time, and then photocopied the talisman with a photocopier. Finally put the handwritten symbols

and the photocopied symbols on the wall. Will the value of the talisman survive after being

photocopied? Or does it mean that value lies in the form of manufacturing?

I was inspired by the "Tao De Jing" for this work, to show its core ideas in a documentary way.

The time recorded during the creation process is also part of the work. I think this method is

unique because in the process of recording, the actions of participants will also become part of

the work, and they will also invest themselves in the process of production. It also allows the

audience to interpret the meaning and value of this behavior record.

5) Exhibition Affairs

5.1) Poster Design



In terms of poster design, I chose a theme with a burning paper effect, this is related to the

traditional Chinese Huabao (化寶) culture. In conjunction with previous reports in old

newspapers, and the title "Unveil the Mystery", the whole poster has a sense of mystery. At the

same time, the wrinkled red paper is also matched with Liuren's theme color, making the whole

style more coherent. The other yellow one is the first draft.

(figure 5-1)

Exhibition’s Poster design

5.2) Booklet Design

In addition, I also designed a brochure for the audience, because to understand the meaning of

the work, we must first understand its cultural background. Therefore, the brochure can help the

audience to understand my creative ideas, the background of my work and my description of

each work more comprehensively. The theme uses four colors: black, white, red, and light

brown. It is also extended in line with the color of the theme.



(figure 5-2)

Booklet Design

5.3) Floorplan

(figure 5-3)

Floor Plan Design



Due to the limited space of the venue, and most of my works also involve electronic equipment,

the planning needs to be adjusted continuously to find the best display method. Since three works

also require electronic projection, they need to be carried out in a dark environment. But because

I wanted the reception and another work to be displayed in a well-lit place, I used a large piece of

black cloth to divide the venue into two areas. In this way, the work can be displayed clearly in a

dark environment, and the place outside the work can continue to be bright.

In addition, I set up a rest area under the works that I reviewed again, so that after viewing all the

works, the audience can sit down and rest slowly to discuss their feelings about the works. It is

very important for me to have such an area to express opinions and interact, so that I can know

what the audience thinks about the work. What surprised me was that some viewers would treat

this area as a photography zone and "check in" with the work. This was a great surprise to me.

The outside audience also has their own methods for the use of space. Of course, this floor plan

has not already been thought of as perfect, it also requires step-by-step experimentation and

exploration to find out.

5.4) Presentation



(figure 5-4)

Method of presentation

I think how to record and display the work is very important, especially when the work is using

electronic technology, there are more ways to preserve it. Due to the epidemic situation, there are

not many people who can see the works in person and give opinions. This is also a unique

challenge and restriction this year. In order to collect more audience's ideas, I was thinking about

the methods to show this work and exhibition as much as possible. As there is a difference

between seeing a work in person and viewing the work remotely. So I thought of using virtual

reality to present the appearance of the exhibition.

For those who watched my work on the Internet, because I couldn't explain to them too much

and couldn't discuss it on the spot, I made an extra feature video. Because in addition to the

moment the work is presented, the process of how the work was born is also worth seeing. How



to construct the whole thing step by step, the ideas behind and the driving force, these

information can also help the audience better understand my work.

6) Feedback and Findings

(figure 5-5)

Verbal data presented in chart

After the exhibition was completed, I collected verbal data from the audience and then integrated

them. It is mainly divided into two groups, namely believers of Liuren and believers who are not

Liuren. From the above data, it can be seen that most people who believe in Liuren believe that

the work can show the spirit of Liuren and Taoism to a large extent, while those who disagree

think that the presentation method is rather abstract and fail to match the value by the appearance

of the work. Some people who agree with it think that it is difficult to understand the meaning

behind the work without a description of the work.



In addition, most of the believers who are not Liuren think that they can deepen their

understanding of this religion through works, and think that it is a very special experience not to

know Liuren through works of art, because there is no chance to know about it in life. Those who

disagree believe that the materials displayed in the exhibition are relatively one-sided, and they

cannot understand the entire religion just because of these works.

All in all, the work can also reach the question that I wanted to discuss at the beginning, but the

method of display can be studied again. How to convey the message to the audience more clearly

through contemporary art. According to Chan (2018), The contemporary meaning of "being

watched", that is, being seen by an unspecified and unpredictable audience, began to make sense

only after the art field began to become autonomous. Therefore, I hope that in my future works,

more space can be given to the audience to understand the work, instead of setting too many

definitions beforehand.



7)Conclusion and Reflection

This exhibition is also a very special experience of self-disclosure. Compared with telling the

audience my story directly, it seems to be more comfortable to understand me by watching the

works.

I am also very grateful for the smooth antique exhibition. In addition to allowing me to

experience the beauty of contemporary art, it also gave me the opportunity to communicate and

connect with people around me through my works. The exhibition is not a person's business, and

it is difficult for one person to complete it intact. I need the cooperation and support of partners

to make up for my shortcomings. There will be a gap between the plan and the actual situation.

This is inevitable. The layout of the venue is a big challenge for me. , We need to restore the

entire venue within a limited time, and then set up exhibits. Unexpectedly, the site owner gave

me a wrong planogram to put my scale budget wrong, and I needed to make adjustments

immediately. So this time I learned to be ready for change at any time.

(figure 7-1)
Before and after setting venue
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Appendix I - Exhibition Set-up



Appendix II - Exhibition booklet









Appendix III - Artwork

Work one : Arrived

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iD5DTBElL1Heu5Z9ekB3nKQe8cIrMsZm/view?usp=sharing

Work two : Backtracking

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iD5DTBElL1Heu5Z9ekB3nKQe8cIrMsZm/view?usp=sharing




Work three : Hexagram

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ibx7kOtMWPkUPfLjW5bgM_LT01vCDHpY/view?usp=sharin
g

Work Four : 246 seconds

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GBeRgpNPGaF316X91b-qZ6-H30NRdKsm/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ibx7kOtMWPkUPfLjW5bgM_LT01vCDHpY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Ibx7kOtMWPkUPfLjW5bgM_LT01vCDHpY/view?usp=sharing
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Contemporary Art Exhibition: The Art of Liu - Production Highlights:

https://youtu.be/ewxHZKETV8o

The Art of Liu-Ren 2021 :Contemporary art exhibition from all angles 1440p

https://youtu.be/_p85defqBbY

https://youtu.be/ewxHZKETV8o



